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1 CAMP DURATION AND PARTICIPANTS
The massive extent of winter trapping in Cyprus was discovered by chance, in January
2014, when four CABS activists attended court trial in Cyprus. In the night they went out
to see, if there is any trapping going on. To their surprise they found set nets and loud
callers almost everywhere they checked. The situation called for anti-poaching
operations and the following winter the first Winter Bird Protection Camp took place in
Cyprus. Since then Bird Protection Camp was organised every winter and it gradually
become bigger and longer over the years.
This winter CABS organised the longest Winter Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus ever.
Camp started on the 4th of December and ended on the 21st of February, running in
total for 79 days without a break. Long camp was needed as winter trapping season and
also winter illegal hunting season is exceptionally long, stretching from beginning of
November until end of February. Another reason for long camp was lack of enforcement
against illegal killings of birds in winter season. Song thrush, main target of trappers,
can be legally hunted from beginning of October until end of February and as it is
huntable species, illegal killings of thrushes are more tolerated by authorities as the
killings of totally protected species.
14 activists from 10 different countries: Cyprus, Germany, Hungary, Great Britain,
Malta, Switzerland, Slovenia and Hungary participated at the camp. 10 activists already
participated at Bird Protection Camps in Cyprus in the past, while 4 were new.
2 OVERALL RESULTS
Activists searched for trapping and illegal hunting sites day and night during the camp
and reported them to the enforcement officers on duty for immediate actions to stop
illegal bird killings. With the help from officers of Cyprus Police, SBA Police and Game
and Fauna Service we have achieved the following overall results during the Winter
2018-2019 Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus:
BIRD TRAPPING
100 active trapping sites found
847 limesticks seized
140 mist nets seized
62 electronic callers seized
134 net poles seized
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7 prosecutions for bird trapping made
620 birds released from traps
58 birds rescued from aviaries
1 bird (found poisoned on the ground) rehabilitated and released
ILLEGAL BIRD HUNTING
21 illegal hunting sites investigated
1 caller seized
8 cases ended with hunters switching off callers and leaving the hunting sites

Picture 1: Limesticks seized from trapping site found to be active during Winter 20182019 Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus (Photo: CABS)
Trapping activity, detected during the camp, was concentrated in Famagusta District
and British Eastern Sovereign Base Area (picture 2). Almost all trapping with limesticks
was detected in the stronghold of limesticking on Cyprus, the eastern part of Famagusta
District, while trapping with nets was mostly detected in western part of Famagusta
District and in the ESBA. Differently as previous winter, when trapping with nets was
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most concentrated in two areas within the ESBA (Cape Pyla and Ayios Nikolaos), this
winter active netting trapping sites were most concentrated in wide area around village
Avgorou, both within ESBA and within Famagusta District.

Picture 2: Locations of trapping sites found to be active during Winter 2018-2019 Bird
Protection Camp
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2.1 COMPARISON OF RESULTS ACHIEVED AT WINTER 2017-2018 AND WINTER
2018-2019 BIRD PROTECTION CAMPS
Table 1: Comparison of results made at Winter 2017-2018 Bird Protection Camp and
Winter 2018-2019 Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus
Winter Bird Protection Camp

2017-2018

2018-2019

Trend (%)

Duration of the camp (days)

63

79

No. of participants

14

13

No. of all active trapping sites found

88

100

13.6

No. of active trapping sites with
limesticks used for trapping found

17

36

111.8

No. of active trapping sites with nets
used for trapping found

62

64

3.2

No. of seized limesticks

636

847

33.2

No. of seized mist nets

213

140

-34.3

No. of seized electronic callers

58

63

8.6

No. of prosecutions

6

7

16.7

ILLEGAL BIRD HUNTING
No. of investigated illegal hunting
sites
No. of seized electronic callers

28

21

-25.0

7

1

-85.7

No. of prosecutions

2

0

-100.0

BIRD TRAPPING

When we compare overall results achieved at last two Winter Camps, it is evident that
we have detected higher trapping activity this winter as we did the previous winter.
Number of active netting sites increased, number of active limesticking sites increased,
number of seized limesticks increased. Only number of seized nets decreased over last
year.
2.1.1 COMPARISON OF RESULTS ACHIEVED IN BRITISH EASTERN SOVEREIGN
BASE AREA (ESBA) AND IN THE REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS
Why and where exactly did the increase of trapping activity, observed this winter,
happen? Everything becomes clearer, when we compare the results achieved within
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British Eastern Sovereign Base Area on Cyprus (ESBA) and the results achieved in the
Republic of Cyprus (table 2).
Table 2: Results of Winter 2017-2018 and Winter 2018-2019 Bird Protection Camps
split between ESBA and Republic of Cyprus
Winter Bird Protection Camp

2017-2018

2018-2019

Trend (%)

No. of active trapping sites found

37

33

No. of active limesticking sites found

0
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No. of active netting sites found

37

29

No. of seized limesticks

0

33

No. of seized mist nets

151

77

-49.0

No. of seized electronic callers

40

32

-20.0

No. of active trapping sites found

39

67

71.8

No. of active limesticking sites found

17

32

88.2

No. of active netting sites found

22

35

59.1

No. of seized limesticks

636

814

28.0

No. of seized mist nets

51

63

23.5

No. of seized electronic callers

19

23

21.1

ESBA
-10.8

↘

-21.6

↘
↘
↘

REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS

↗
↗
↗
↗
↗
↗

Table 2 clearly shows opposite trapping trends for Republic of Cyprus and ESBA. In the
ESBA almost all trends (number of all active sites, number of active netting sites,
number of seized nets and number of seized callers) are negative. Only number of
active limesticking sites increased but the increase occurred mainly because more
daytime investigations were made in the ESBA this winter as the previous one.
Limesticks are mostly used in the daytime.
Winter trapping in Republic of Cyprus is unfortunately on the rise. All trapping trends
show increase of trapping activity, some even substantial increase, for example number
of active trapping sites found in Republic of Cyprus increased from 39 found last winter
to 67 found this winter. That is more than 70 % increase.
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Despite the new, higher fines for trapping, introduced last year in Republic of Cyprus,
trapping activity increased this winter. How is it possible that the fines, starting at around
3000 € for trapping with nets, didn’t scare away the trappers? Well, if there is no one to
enforce these fines, they are not a threat for trappers.
3 TRAPPING ACTIVITY OVER DURATION OF THE CAMP
In total, we have detected trapping activity 144 times on 100 different trapping sites
during the camp. Trapping activity, represented with number of active trapping sites
found per each week of the camp, peaked two times during the camp; first peak
occurred in the middle of December 2018 and the second, more intense peak, occurred
in the middle of January 2019 (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Number of active trapping sites found per each week of the Winter 2018-2019
Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus
Big drop of trapping activity, recorded in the fifth week of the camp from 31st December
2018 to 6th January 2019, mainly occurred because of raining that lasted most of that
week and was preventing trapping activity.
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4 RESCUED BIRDS
Our work is all about rescuing birds. This winter we rescued and released 620 birds
caught in traps and 58 wild birds illegaly kept in aviary. Birds were rescued either by us
or by police officers and wardens from the sites reported by our teams.
We also found and rescued common buzzard, unable to fly and showing signs of
poisoning. When we inspected the area, where we found the buzzard, we also found
remainings of rabit carcass, that was probably used as bait and laced with poison. We
took the buzzard to the veterinarian and he kept it for 1 week until the bird recovered
and then we could release it.
Table 3: List of rescued birds and birds found dead during the Winter 2018-2019 Camp
No. of
No. of birds No. of birds
No. of
birds
found dead
rescued
poisoned
rescued
in traps
from aviary
birds
from traps
rescued
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Song thrush
Blackcap
Robin
Chiffchaff
Black redstart
Blackbird
Cyprus warbler
House sparrow
Sardinian warbler
Chaffinch

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Stonechat
Starling
Spectacled warbler
Wood pigeon
Turtle dove
Laughing dove
Common buzzard

394
8
7
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

14
1
1

6
2
1

6

1
1
1
10
3
10
1

Unidentified birds

196

43

20

Total

619

59

58

1
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Picture 3,4,5: Three of 678 birds saved during Winter 2018-2019 Bird Protection Camp
in Cyprus: song thrush, cyprus warbler and common buzzard (All photos: CABS)
4.1 HOW MANY BIRDS DID WE SAVE ALTOGETHER ?
The number of birds saved directly from traps is by far not the number of all the birds we
have saved during the camp. Removing traps or, even better, catching trappers and
prosecuting them, usually stops trapping activity on investigated sites for certain period
of time. The length of this period varies among trapping sites. During the camp we have
removed 847 limesticks and 140 nets from 76 trapping sites. Considering that on
average each limestick catches 0,25 birds and each net 10 birds per day in winter
season, we saved approximately 1600 birds just on the day we removed the traps.
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After removing the traps, we have continued to monitor trapping activity on these 76
trapping sites. Only 10 of them were found active again or reactivated, 9 sites once
again and 1 site twice again, while the remaining 66 sites were not found active again
until the end of the Camp. In total 76 sites with set traps were active 87 times or 1.14
times per trapping site.
We dont know how many times these trapping sites would have been active if they
hadn’t been disturbed, but for sure more than 1.14 times. If we conservatively estimate
that they would be active between 3 to 10 times from the day we removed traps until the
end of winter trapping season, we have saved approximately between 5000 and 16000
birds just on these 76 trapping sites ! A lot birds were saved also because of our
constant presence in the field, which deterred many trappers and illegal hunters from
illegaly killing birds.
5 COOPERATION WITH ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
When it comes to cooperation with enforcement agencies, the story from previous
winters repeats: CABS activists reported a large number of bird trapping cases, 98 in
total this winter, to the agencies and similar as in the previous winters, very few
ambushes (8) and very few arrests (7) were made this winter for reported cases (table
4).
Table 4: Results of cooperation between CABS activists and enforcement agencies
during CABS & SPA Winter 2018-2019 Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus
Game and
Fauna
Service

Cyprus
Police

SBA
Police

All

No. of cases reported
by CABS activists

36

23

39

98

No. of cases
investigated by officers

17

15

39

71

Percentage of investigated
sites

47.2

65.2

100.0

72.4

No. of cases where ambush
was made to catch trappers

4

1

3

8

No. of cases with prosecution
of trappers

2

2

3

7
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Only 7 arrests for 98 reported cases is not a good result and until better results are
achieved, winter trapping will continue to thrive in Cyprus.
Nevertheless, we are pleased with good cooperation between SBA Police and our
teams. Every single case we reported to SBA Police this winter was immediately
investigated by their officers. Good cooperation and constant presence of SBA Police in
the field are two main reasons for decrease of bird trapping this winter in the ESBA.
On other hand, we are disappointed with the response of game wardens for cases
reported by us. Altough we were finding active trapping cases with nets and callers
every night in the Republic, their officers were unavailable on more than half of these
nights to investigate them. Especially in December it was almost impossible to get their
support as they were always far away in Larnaca District, when we called them and
busy with other duties, for example with investigating hare poaching.

Picture 6: SBA Police officer rescuing birds from nets reported by CABS activists during
Winter 2018-2019 Camp (Photo: CABS)
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6 ILLEGAL HUNTING
The extent of illegal bird hunting is massive in Cyprus. As CABS teams were busy with
monitoring of illegal trapping, we have spent only a small amount of time to investigate
illegal hunting. Our occasional morning investigations of hunting revealed massive use
of electronic callers imitating song thrushes and skylarks.
We estimate that 50-70 % of all hunters in Famagusta District, where illegal hunting is
most intensive, used electronic callers this winter to attract and shoot song thrushes. As
there are thousands of hunters with valid hunting license in Famagusta District and as
hunting is allowed every day in large part of the district, we estimate that thousands of
thrushes were illegaly shot every day just in Famagusta District.
In total, we investigated 21 cases of illegal hunting this winter (table 5).
Table 5: Illegal hunting cases investigated by CABS activists during Winter 2018-2019
Bird Protection Camp
OVERALL
No. of all investigated illegal hunting cases

21

No. of cases for hunting with electronic caller

19

No. of cases for hunting in prohibited areas

6

REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS
No. of cases reported to Game and Fauna Service

13

No. of cases investigated by Game and Fauna Service

2

No. of investigated cases with zero results
(hunters switched off caller before officers arrived)

2

ESBA
No. of cases reported to SBA Police

3

No. of cases investigated by SBA Police

3

No. of investigated cases with zero results
(hunters switched off caller before officers arrived)

3

The response of Game and Fauna Service wardens, for illegal hunting cases reported
by us, was very poor. They were available only to investigate 2 out of 13 reported
cases. In the remaining 11 cases they were, similar as for reported trapping cases, busy
somewhere in Larnaca District and unable to respond to our requests. It is unusual that
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wardens were always in Larnaca District, when we reported illegal hunting and trapping
cases, as both illegal hunting and trapping this winter were much more intense in
Famagusta District as they were in Larnaca District.

Picture 7: Illegaly shot Song thrush found during Winter 2018-2019 Camp in Cyprus
(Photo: CABS)
CONCLUSION
Thank you, the participants of the camp for protecting birds this winter in Cyprus. It was
challenging to spend entire nights in the cold and wet fields and being constantly
exposed to potential aggression from poachers. Despite all the difficulties, you have
tirelessly searched for traps night after night and often continued working also in the
mornings. Thank you.
I have mixed feelings when I think about the situation in Cyprus this winter. On one side
I am happy because of all the birds we saved and because there was no serious
aggression towards us. I am also happy for good cooperation with enforcement
agencies. SBA Police officers were always ready to help us and also to protect us from
aggressions.
We cooperated well also with Cyprus Police officers and Game and Fauna Service
officers, when they were available, but unfortunately that was not often. It was really
frustrating when we found active sites guarded by trappers in the Republic of Cyprus
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and we called both Cyprus Police officers and Game and Fauna Service officers but
nobody could help us.

Picture 8: CABS activists with song thrushes rescued during Winter 2018-2019 Camp in
Cyprus (Photo: CABS)
It was also frustrating to hear shots blasting off all around us in the mornings and seeing
birds falling from the sky, knowing that more than half of them were illegaly shot.
The situation in the Republic of Cyprus, where we observed increase of trapping
activity, calls for substantial changes in the enforcement against illegal bird killings.
Most importantly, enforcement officers should be present and active every night and
every morning in Famagusta District during winter season.
For now lets celebrate the difference we made this winter with saving thousands of
birds. Thank you, the activists, the enforcement officers, the supporters and the
donators that have made this camp possible.
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